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Abstract. The chessboard domination problems were said to be origin of the study of
graphs. The n2 cells in the chessboard of order  ×  are treated as vertices and two
vertices are adjacent if one can cover the other vertex in one move directly. Various
studies had been done on these chessboard problems in relation to different domination
parameters such as domination, independence and irredundance on queens, bishops,
kings and rooks graphs. In this paper we extend this study on perfect domination and
determine the exact values of Perfect Domination number for Bishops graph Bn, Kings
Graph Kn, and Rooks Graph Rn on an n × n chessboard.
Keywords: Chessboard Domination, Bishops Graph, Kings Graph, Rooks Graph, Perfect
Domination number.
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1. Introduction
The number of squares in the entire chessboard of order  ×  can be considered as
vertices, while the edges are formed between two vertices or squares if they are adjacent.
In Bishops graph Bn two squares are adjacent if one square can cover the other in the
same diagonal, whereas, in Kings graph Kn two squares are adjacent if distance between
two squares is one i.e., ,  = 1 where u and v are two squares, or each King on an
 ×  chessboard is said to attack its own square and its neighboring squares, i.e., the
nine or fewer squares within one move of the King. In Rooks graph Rn two squares are
adjacent if they are in same row or column. A set D of squares is a dominating set of Bn/
Kn/ Rn if every square of Bn/ Kn/ Rn is either in D or adjacent to a square in D, and the
minimum cardinality of the dominating set of these graphs is called domination
number ′ ′. A subset D of V (G) is said to be a Perfect Dominating set if each vertex in
′ − ′ is dominated by exactly one vertex of D. Among all the Perfect Dominating Sets
the one with minimum number of vertices is called Perfect Domination Number which is
denoted by   .
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The chessboard domination problems are said to be the origin of study of
dominating sets in graphs [8]. The Queens Domination problem was considered as one of
the most interesting and difficult among the chessboard problems. Jaenisch [5]
considered these domination problems for the first time in 1862. Rouse Ball [2] in 1892
gave domination and independent domination of queens for  ≤ 8. Ahrens [1] in 1910
extended this by providing  for  ≤ 13 and  = 17,  for  ≤ 12. Thus the
experimental values for  ≤ 17 have been modified by Cockayne [4] for values of
 = 5,6,7. Welch (private communication to Cockayne [4]) was the first to derive
upperbound for Queens Domination, and after great attention over this area for years
!"
Spencer (private communication to Cockayne [4]) had shown that  ≥
which
#
was then later improved by Weakley[11] by finding the bounds for value of n of the form
 = 4% + 1 by showing that '()*" ≥ #) + " for all % ≥ 0 which was then extended
./by Burger, Cockayne and Mynhardt [3] giving ,- ≤
+ 21 . The first
01
upperbound for 3,- ) was given by Cockayne [4] with 3,- )≤ 0.705 + 0.895 which
5was then improved by Grinstead, Hahne, and Vanstone [7] to 3,- )≤ + 21 . Fricke
.
et al. [6] made a conjecture where,- = 3,- ) for sufficiently large values of n. The
lower (upper) domination number  6 , independence number i(G)(7 ), and
irredundance number ir(G)(IR(G)) are respectively minimum (maximum) cardinalities
among minimal dominating, maximal independent and maximal irredundant sets of G.
These six parameters were explained in detail in the literature [9] and they satisfy the
inequality
38 ≤  ≤ 3 ≤ 7 ≤ Γ ≤ :; .
In [12] Yaglom and Yaglom showed that <- =  = 7<- = 2 − 2. The values
for the Rooks and Kings was also shown in [12] by Yaglom and Yaglom as
;- = 7;- =  ; ?- = @
- 5

-*/ 5

+2 5
A ,
3

7?- = B5 C DℎF  3G FF, B 5 C DℎF  3G H. In this paper we will find the
values of perfect domination number for Bishops, Kings and Rooks graphs on a  × 
chessboard. In section 3 we show the placement of minimum number of Bishops that can
be placed on the board so that each cell is dominated exactly once and cover the entire
chessboard which does not exceed ‘2n-1’. Similarly, in section 4 and 5, we show the
placement of minimum number of Kings and Rooks to be placed in the chessboard
satisfying the condition of perfect domination respectively.
2. Defining placement of cells
For any positive integer n, a chessboard of order n has n columns, each consisting of n
square cells which are considered to run from bottom to top as mentioned in [10], where
the cell in the lower left-hand corner is numbered < 1,1 > and the other cells are
numbered as <i , j >. Here i denote a row and j denotes a column.
Every square in the board of Bishops graph Bn is intersected by two lines through
the cell which are diagonals; whereas, in Rooks graph Rn is intersected by two lines, one
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being the column and the other being the row. A column is said to be Empty if there is no
chess piece placed in that particular column. Kings Graph Kn is intersected by four lines
which are at a distance of one from the King placed, where two being the diagonals and
one being the row and the other being the column.
3. Perfect domination number for bishops graph IJ K
Theorem 1. For  ≥ 4 , LF8MFNO HP3=O3H PQF8  <- = 2 − 1.
Proof: We first define the placement of Bishops on the chessboard Bn for n. Place the
′2 − 1R Bishops in the following order. First we place ′R Bishops in each cell of the
main diagonal i.e.,< 3, T > where 3 = T starting from the cell < 1,1 > and moving from
bottom to top. Next place ′ − 1R Bishops in the diagonal below or above the main
diagonal i.e., < 3, 3 + 1 > DℎF8F 3 = 1, … ,  − 1, or < 3, 3 − 1 > DℎF8F 3 = 2, … . . , .
This placement will cover the entire chessboard with each cell being dominated
exactly once and gives minimum number of Bishops required to satisfy the condition of
perfect domination number IJ K . If we place the Bishops in a single row or a column
then there will be a chance of a cell being dominated by more than one Bishop. So, to
avoid the cell being dominated more than once we first place the Bishops diagonally in
the main diagonal. Also, note that all the cells in the diagonal must be placed with
bishops because leaving at least one cell in the diagonal will give us a cell which will be
dominated by more than one Bishop. For n=3 the value of  <. = 3 and the
placement of Bishops for B3 is given below in fig.1.
The following fig.2 shows the placement of Bishops for  = 6 where  <W = 11.

Figure 1: Perfect domination for B3

Figure 2: Perfect domination for B6
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4. Perfect domination number for kings graph
Theorem 2. For YZ ,  ?- =

-*5 5
[ . \ .

IJ X

Proof: We first define the placement of Kings on the chessboard Kn for different values
of ‘n’, where  ≥ 3
We have three different cases for the placement of Kings. If  = 3% i.e., if n is divisible
by 3 as in [12], then divide the board into % 5 boxes of width 3 and height 3, and place
one King in each box in such a way that it covers the entire board and no cell gets
dominated more than once.
If  = 3% + 1, i.e., if n leaves remainder 1 when divided by 3, then divide the
board into % + 1 5 boxes as follows: First, divide the board with height 2 from top and
bottom and divide the boxes remaining in between with height 3. Now, divide the board
at width of 2 from 1st column and also from the last column, and divide the remaining in
between columns at a width 3 such that we will get % + 1 5 boxes. Next, we place one
King in each box so that it satisfies the condition of perfect domination.
If  = 3% + 2, i.e., if n leaves remainder 2 when divided by 3 then divide the
board into % + 1 5 boxes as follows: First, partition the board at height 2 from the top
and remaining boxes at height 3. then divide the board again column wise with first
partitioning the board at width 2 from last column and the remaining columns at width 3
such that we get % + 1 5 boxes and then place one King in each of the boxes so that it
satisfies perfect domination.
As we know that each king on  ×  chessboard is said to attack its own square
and its neighboring squares, and also by definition of perfect domination, note that the
distance between one king to another must be maintained by at least 2. Fig. 3, 4 and 5
show the placement of perfect domination of Kings graph Kn for  = 6, 7, = 8 where
each cell is dominated exactly by one King. Combining these different values of n gives
the exact value of  ?- = [
?- =  ?- .

-*5 5
.

\ = ?- as mentioned in [12]. Thus we say that

Figure 3: Perfect domination for K6
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Figure 4: Perfect domination for K7

Figure 5: Perfect domination for K8
5. Perfect domination number for rooks graph IJ ]
Theorem 3. ∀ ,  ;- = ;- = .
Proof: The placement of Rooks for perfect domination is same as the placement for
domination number as in [12] i.e., as the movement of the Rooks is limited to rows and
columns ‘n’ Rooks should be placed on  ×  chessboard. Therefore, we place all the ‘n’
Rooks either in a single row or a column, but not in any other position like diagonal as
done for domination, because placing in any other positions would give us at least one
cell which would be dominated more than once contradicting the concept of perfect
domination. Thus the perfect domination number in Rooks graph Rn is ‘n’ for all n. The
following fig.6 shows the placement for  = 5.

Figure 6: Perfect domination for R5
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6.Conclusion
In this paper the exact values and placement for the Bishops, Kings, and Rooks on the
square chessboard using the perfect domination parameters were presented. We would
like to extend this work on various other chessboards.
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